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Cutaneous Angiosarcoma of Scalp: A Case Report
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Abstract: Cutaneous angiosarcoma is a rare vascular tumour especially of elderly males. We present a case of 45 yr male who

presented with scalp lesion. It was diagnosed as cutaneous angiosarcoma on biopsy and subsequently confirmed on IHC. It attempts to
alert the clinicians of this entity, as early diagnosis of the tumour may possibly improve the already known dismal prognosis.
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1. Introduction
Angiosarcomais a rare extremely malignant soft tissue
sarcoma of endothelial origin.It constitutes <1% of all soft
tissue sarcomas and < 0.1% of all head & neck cancers.
Cutaneous Angiosarcoma is the most common presentation
of this neoplasm which is usually seen in head , face & neck
of elderly patients.It is an aggressive tumor with progressive
local invasion & early metastasis .It attempts to alert the
clinicians about this entity, as early diagnosis of the tumour
may possibly improve the prognosis.

2. Case Report
A 45 year old man presented with 3x2.5 cm. Multiple
reddish, indurated, hyper pigmented, erythematous pitting
plaques over right frontal region of the scalp from last 15
days. Systemic examination was within normal limits.
Routine investigations,Chest X-ray, USG abdomen, ECG
and ECHO were normal. HIV test was negative.

been reported but are rare2. Etiology of cutaneous
angiosarcoma is unclear but may be related to previous
radiation exposure, chronic lymphedema3 and after trauma4.
However in our case there was no such history.
Angiosarcoma is a fast spreading tumour with the highest
rate of lymph node metastasis among all soft tissue sarcomas
of the head and neck. Late diagnosis may be a possible
reason for poor prognosis of the disease. Early detection by
means of biopsy offers the only realistic chance of a cure 5.
Diagnosis is based on the microscopic features,
ultrastructural and histochemical markers.The optimal
treatment for angiosarcoma of the skin involves complete
surgical resection, followed by local radiation therapy. The
median time of survival ranges from 15-24 months, with a 5year survival rate of 12-33%. Findings of significantly
favourable prognostic importance appear to be tumour size
(<5 cm), complete surgical resection, and a moderate or
marked lymphoid infiltrate in and around the tumour. Death
can occur either from local extension or metastasis. Delayed
diagnosis and treatment explain, in part, the poor prognosis
of cutaneous angiosarcoma.

Punch biopsy from the site revealed atrophic changes of
epidermis, with invasive tumour in dermis made up of
numerous, irregular,anastomosing vascular spaces with a
distinctive dissecting pattern between collagen bundles A
meshwork of vessels with their endothelial cells showing
oval to elongated hyperchromatic nuclei and moderate to
marked nuclear atypia. Pleomorphic and hyperchromatic
spindle shaped cells with dilated and congested vascular
channels dissecting the collagen were also seen in interstitial
tissue [Fig:1] .Intraluminal papillary projections & free lying
malignant cells were also present. Tumor was positive for
positive for CD-34[Fig:2] , Vimentin[Fig:3] , MIB-1 index –
20-25% (highly proliferative ) [Fig:5] and Factor VIII
showed focal positivity[Fig:4] . The histological and
immunohistochemical features were suggestive of cutaneous
angiosarcoma.

Figure 1

3. Discussion
Angiosarcomas are rare neoplasms accounting for less than
0.1% of head and neck malignancies1. Cutaneous
angiosarcoma of the scalp and face is the most common
form of angiosarcoma. Our patient also presented with scalp
lesions. Case reports of eyelid and periocular lesions have
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4. Conclusion
The present case highlights the importance of including
angiosarcoma in the differential diagnosis of all cutaneous
face and scalp lesions as early diagnosis may improve the
prognosis of patients.
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